
 Activate Custome Data with Atadataco 
 Customer Activity for Email Campaigns. 

 Situation. ⏳ 
 Live-Recruit.com is a hiring platform for medical organizations. It connects candidates and recruiters in a Microsoft 
 Teams-style interface over virtual career fairs. Marketing needed to be able to send emails to all the recruiters and 
 candidates with important information about each event and upcoming interview. Their data was stuck in their data 
 warehouse. They needed to activate it and have all their first-party data available in their email engagement platform, 
 Iterable.com. 

 Insight. 💡 
 We saw the opportunity to make a loved customer experience by activating all 
 product and activity information into their email engagement platform in 
 real-time. With the same view of the customer in their data warehouse and email 
 tool, non-technical and business stakeholders could build a customer journey and 
 experience without requesting changes from Engineering or Data teams for each 
 new product detail. 

 Approach. 🛬 

 We took Live-Recruit’s clear picture of their customers and customer journey in 
 their data warehouse and synced it with Rudderstack.com to their email tool, 
 Iterable.com. Our platform allowed for the sharing and activation of actionable 
 customer details ready for the Live-Recruit Product team and operators. 
 Stage 1:  integrating existing product/web data with ad and revenue datasets 
 and building a feedback loop to send all data directly to Iterable. 
 Stage 2:  building a data warehouse and syncing directly to Iterable to get their 
 valuable, derived profiles in the hands of Marketing in real-time. 
 Stage 3:  validating all customer data was accessible and accurate, ready for 
 building data-driven Marketing campaigns. 

 Outcome. 🚀 
 Live-Recruit’s COO reported executives trusted their new marketing platform. 
 They had  customer data that worked as fast as they needed it  . Activation 
 worked for Live-Recruit. Their customer-activity engagement platform in Iterable 
 successfully launched the product and company. 

 Track your core 
 business metrics. 

 Schedule consultation today. 

https://calendly.com/atadataco/30mins

